Appian for Public Sector
RECRUITING
Easily configurable workflows optimize
the candidate journey

Appian records converge case information
in a single location

Access information quickly to make the
best hiring decisions

Ensure security by controlling access to
applicant information

Hiring choices are among the most important decisions that managers make. Without a focused effort
on the people-side of transformation, even the best-planned implementation or the most cutting-edge
technology can still fail.
Furthermore, whether your agency has an internal recruiting team or outsources to a third party,
the process of finding, vetting, and selecting candidates can generate a lot of paperwork. Candidate
recruiting and selection involves multiple steps, departments, forms and people. These paper-driven
operations can result in inefficient processes and mishandled information.
With Appian, you can free recruiting staff to spend their time finding and hiring the best candidates
instead of doing paperwork, by automating the capture, storage and routing of applicant documents.

MEET THE CHALLENGE
The first step to an effective personnel recruiting
process is having the right technology in place.
With Appian, agencies can:
• Reduce hiring paperwork and associated delays.
• Integrate process workflow data with existing HR
systems for collaboration and transparency.
• Maintain information security and facilitate
compliance.

Constituent Case Management
FOCUS
Appian supports the automation of
recruiting processes to help agencies
work more efficiently and effectively.

TAKE CONTROL
Appian provides a one-stop shop
for creating robust Manpower and
Personnel Readiness solutions for:

• Easily configurable workflows
optimize the journey

• Recruiting
• Talent Management

• Access real-time reports and
dashboards

• Training Delivery Management

• FedRAMP compliant and FISMA
Moderate certification

• Employee and Contractor
On-Boarding

• Integrate content from multiple
sources in one easy to access
interface

• Expense and Time Tracking
• Personnel Administration

PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE
It takes speed and power to deliver
transformational public sector
solutions. The Appian application
platform provides both.
Transform critical, public sector
services with an application platform
that delivers high-speed, costeffective IT modernization that fits
your specific organizational
demands.
With Appian, your agency can harness
the power of a unified, low-code
platform on premises or in the cloud
to manage complex processes, end-toend, without limitations.

LEADING ORGANIZATIONS TRUST APPIAN:

Appian provides a leading low-code software development platform that enables organizations to rapidly develop
powerful and unique applications. The applications created on Appian’s platform help companies drive digital
transformation and enables competitive differentiation.
For more information, visit www.appian.com

